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Exploring Curiosity in Medical Education

http://www.woodlibrarymuseum.org/history-of-anesthesia/

Visual Thinking Systems (VTS)

Introduction to VTS facilitation basics. In VTS discussions, teachers use open-ended questions to encourage students to think critically about their experiences. VTS discussions should last between 15 and 60 minutes.

Objectives

Participants will know or be able to:
• Discuss the institutional and student benefits of a primary care associateship program.
• Develop strategies for encouraging curiosity and exploration of medical education research.
• Discuss the unique needs of medical students and junior faculty who are exploring medical education.

HCOM Overview

Primary Care Focus
Locations
Enrollment

Primary Care Associateship Program

• Format
• Activities
• Outcomes
Encouraging Curiosity and Collaborative Inquiry

- Creation of Associates Medical Education Journal Club
- Evolution from Faculty to Student Driven
  - Topics and facilitation
    - Journal club format: Team-based learning

Synchronous Learning


Social Presence in Online Learning


Educating the Educators


What are you curious about?